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QUESTION 1

What is test first development? 

A. The continuous restructuring of software to retain flexibility 

B. Having the tester in the development team write the test plans before coding 

C. Creating tests before satisfying them 

D. Testing existing code before adding more code to it 

Correct Answer: B 

Test first development is a different way of saying TDD. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which are four attributes of a good bug report? 

A. Screenshots or pictures of the bug in action, if possible 

B. Explains some new system functionality desired 

C. Includes build or version number where bug was found 

D. Expected results and observed results 

E. Provides simple and repeatable reproduction steps 

F. Includes code for a proposed fix 

Correct Answer: ACDE 

 

 

QUESTION 3

How is architecture decided in a scrum team during a project? 

A. The developers emerge architecture as the system is created 

B. The architect works in the early part of each sprint to define the architecture of that sprint 

C. Upfront designs are presented to the developers prior to the first sprint 

D. The architecture cares for itself as code is written and deployed 

E. An architect on the team undertakes all architecture tasks 

Correct Answer: A 
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Architecture emerges as more is created. There are often guidelines and principles in place. 

 

QUESTION 4

When is performance testing most effectively performed? 

A. In production during peak hours 

B. Often during the development 

C. In production 

D. Just before deployment to production 

Correct Answer: B 

It\\'s best to do it often during development so that problems can be detected early. Perfomance testing on production
will disturb the production environment. 

 

QUESTION 5

When might a sprint be cancelled? 

A. When the developers feel they aren\\'t ready 

B. When the project manager decides this. 

C. Never, the sprint must always be finished. 

D. When the sprint goal becomes obsolete 

Correct Answer: D 

The product owner can cancel the sprint if the sprint goal becomes obsolete. This is a very rare event. It can happen
when a company losing a client or the client decides to take a completely different turn. 
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